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Many people criticize the U.S. Constitution for
permitting injustice, but what they weren’t taught
is that THE ORIGINAL DRAFTS OF THE U.S.
CONSTITUTION that were prepared by Thomas
Jefferson were the premise for the Republicans of
the 1860s to fight as the Union Army in the North
against the Democrats who fought as the
Confederate Army in the South. Regardless of the
results of the American Civil War, the original
drafts of the U.S. Constitution included that:


“All persons shall have full & free liberty of
religious opinion; nor shall any be compelled
to frequent or maintain any religious
institution.”



“No person hereafter coming into this country
shall be held in slavery under any pretext
whatever.”



"Females shall have equal rights with
males.”



“No freeman shall be debarred the use of
arms.”



“There shall be no standing army but in time
of actual war.”



“All fines and amercements shall be assessed,
& terms of imprisonment for contempts &
misdemeanors shall be fixed by the verdict of a
jury."
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In CONGRESS, July 4, 1776.
The unanimous Declaration of the
thirteen united States of America
When in the Course of human events, it becomes
necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands
which have connected them with another, and to
assume among the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of
Nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the
opinions of mankind requires that they should declare
the causes which impel them to the separation.
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all
men are created equal, that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain unalienable rights, that
among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of
Happiness. That to secure these rights, Governments
are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed, that whenever any
Form of Government becomes destructive of these
ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to
abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its
foundation on such principles and organizing its
powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely
to effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence, indeed,
will dictate that Governments long established should
not be changed for light and transient causes; and
accordingly all experience hath shewn, that mankind
are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable,
than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to
which they are accustomed. But when a long train of
abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same
Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute
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Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off
such Government, and to provide new Guards for their
future security.--Such has been the patient sufferance
of these Colonies; and such is now the necessity
which constrains them to alter their former Systems
of Government. The history of the present King of
Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and
usurpations, all having in direct object the
establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these States.
To prove this, let Facts be submitted to a candid world.
He has refused his Assent to Laws, the most
wholesome and necessary for the public good.
He has forbidden his Governors to pass Laws of
immediate and pressing importance, unless suspended
in their operation till his Assent should be obtained;
and when so suspended, he has utterly neglected to
attend to them.
He has refused to pass other Laws for the
accommodation of large districts of people, unless
those people would relinquish the right of
Representation in the Legislature, a right inestimable to
them and formidable to tyrants only.
He has called together legislative bodies at places
unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the
depository of their public Records, for the sole purpose
of fatiguing them into compliance with his measures.
He has dissolved Representative Houses repeatedly, for
opposing with manly firmness his invasions on the
rights of the people.
He has refused for a long time, after such dissolutions,
to cause others to be elected; whereby the Legislative
powers, incapable of Annihilation, have returned to the
People at large for their exercise; the State remaining in
the mean time exposed to all the dangers of invasion
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from without, and convulsions within.
He has endeavoured to prevent the population of these
States; for that purpose obstructing the Laws for
Naturalization of Foreigners; refusing to pass others to
encourage their migrations hither, and raising the
conditions of new Appropriations of Lands.
He has obstructed the Administration of Justice, by
refusing his Assent to Laws for establishing Judiciary
powers.
He has made Judges dependent on his Will alone, for
the tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment
of their salaries.
He has erected a multitude of New Offices, and sent
hither swarms of Officers to harass our people, and eat
out their substance.
He has kept among us, in times of peace, Standing
Armies without the Consent of our legislatures.
He has affected to render the Military independent of
and superior to the Civil power.
He has combined with others to subject us to a
jurisdiction foreign to our constitution, and
unacknowledged by our laws; giving his Assent to their
Acts of pretended Legislation:
For Quartering large bodies of armed troops among us:
For protecting them, by a mock Trial, from punishment
for any Murders which they should commit on the
Inhabitants of these States:
For cutting off our Trade with all parts of the world:
For imposing Taxes on us without our Consent:
For depriving us in many cases, of the benefits of Trial
by Jury:
For transporting us beyond Seas to be tried for
pretended offenses:
For abolishing the free System of English Laws in a
neighbouring Province, establishing therein an
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Arbitrary government, and enlarging its Boundaries so
as to render it at once an example and fit instrument for
introducing the same absolute rule into these Colonies:
For taking away our Charters, abolishing our most
valuable Laws, and altering fundamentally the Forms
of our Governments:
For suspending our own Legislatures, and declaring
themselves invested with power to legislate for us in all
cases whatsoever.
He has abdicated Government here, by declaring us out
of his Protection and waging War against us.
He has plundered our seas, ravaged our Coasts, burnt
our towns, and destroyed the lives of our people.
He is at this time transporting large Armies of foreign
Mercenaries to complete the works of death, desolation
and tyranny, already begun with circumstances of
Cruelty & perfidy scarcely paralleled in the most
barbarous ages, and totally unworthy the Head of a
civilized nation.
He has constrained our fellow Citizens taken Captive
on the high Seas to bear Arms against their Country, to
become the executioners of their friends and Brethren,
or to fall themselves by their Hands.
He has excited domestic insurrections amongst us, and
has endeavored to bring on the inhabitants of our
frontiers, the merciless Indian Savages, whose known
rule of warfare, is an undistinguished destruction of all
ages, sexes and conditions.
In every stage of these Oppressions We have
Petitioned for Redress in the most humble terms: Our
repeated Petitions have been answered only by
repeated injury. A Prince whose character is thus
marked by every act which may define a Tyrant, is
unfit to be the ruler of a free people.
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Nor have We been wanting in attentions to our
British brethren. We have warned them from time to
time of attempts by their legislature to extend an
unwarrantable jurisdiction over us. We have reminded
them of the circumstances of our emigration and
settlement here. We have appealed to their native
justice and magnanimity, and we have conjured them
by the ties of our common kindred to disavow these
usurpations, which, would inevitably interrupt our
connections and correspondence. They too have been
deaf to the voice of justice and of consanguinity. We
must, therefore, acquiesce in the necessity, which
denounces our Separation, and hold them, as we hold
the rest of mankind, Enemies in War, in Peace Friends.
We, therefore, the Representatives of the United
States of America, in General Congress, Assembled,
appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for the
rectitude of our intentions, do, in the Name, and by
Authority of the good People of these Colonies,
solemnly publish and declare, That these United
Colonies are, and of Right ought to be Free and
Independent States; that they are Absolved from all
Allegiance to the British Crown, and that all political
connection between them and the State of Great Britain,
is and ought to be totally dissolved; and that as Free
and Independent States, they have full Power to levy
War, conclude Peace, contract Alliances, establish
Commerce, and to do all other Acts and Things
which Independent States may of right do. And for
the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance
on the protection of divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes and
our sacred Honor.
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New Hampshire:

Josiah Bartlett, William Whipple, Matthew Thornton

Massachusetts:

John Hancock, Samuel Adams, John Adams, Robert Treat Paine, Elbridge
Gerry

Rhode Island:

Stephen Hopkins, William Ellery

Connecticut:

Roger Sherman, Samuel Huntington, William Williams, Oliver Wolcott

New York:

William Floyd, Philip Livingston, Francis Lewis, Lewis Morris

New Jersey:

Richard Stockton, John Witherspoon, Francis Hopkinson, John Hart,
Abraham Clark

Pennsylvania:

Robert Morris, Benjamin Rush, Benjamin Franklin, John Morton, George
Clymer, James Smith, George Taylor, James Wilson, George Ross

Delaware:

Caesar Rodney, George Read, Thomas McKean

Maryland:

Samuel Chase, William Paca, Thomas Stone, Charles Carroll of
Carrollton

Virginia:

George Wythe, Richard Henry Lee, Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin
Harrison, Thomas Nelson, Jr., Francis Lightfoot Lee, Carter Braxton

North Carolina:

William Hooper, Joseph Hewes, John Penn

South Carolina:

Edward Rutledge, Thomas Heyward, Jr., Thomas Lynch, Jr., Arthur
Middleton

Georgia:

Button Gwinnett, Lyman Hall, George Walton

Listed above are the signers of the
Declaration of Independence!
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THE BILL OF RIGHTS is a set of rights for
individuals and of regulation on government from
intruding upon them. It is the first 10 amendments
that were made to the country’s constitution and
took effect in 1791. It is the supreme law of the
United States of America and is upheld by the will
of it’s citizenry.
States have their own constitutions which expand
the bill of rights into their own declaration of
rights. In the State of Washington, the declaration
of rights is listed as the first article and notes that
the constitution of the United States is the
supreme law of the land.
The logic of not being prey in a predatory world is
timeless. Acknowledging these truths to be self
evident, the rights of a free people are listed in the
nation’s constitution as followed:

Amendment I
Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or
of the press; or the right of the people to peaceably
assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.

Amendment II
A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the
security of a free State, the right of the people to keep
8

and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.

Amendment III
No Soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered in any
house, without the consent of the Owner, nor in time of
war, but in a manner to be prescribed by law.

Amendment IV
The right of the people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no
Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause,
supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly
describing the place to be searched, and the persons or
things to be seized.

Amendment V
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or
otherwise infamous crime, unless on the presentment
or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising
in the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, when in
actual service in time of War or public danger; nor
shall any person be subject for the same offence to be
twice put in jeopardy of life of limb; nor shall be
compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against
himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property,
without due process of law; nor shall private property
be taken for public use without just compensation.

Amendment VI
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In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the
right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury
of the State and district wherein the crime shall have
been committed, which district shall have been
previously ascertained by law, and to be informed of
the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted
with the witnesses against him; to have compulsory
process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to
have the assistance of Counsel for his defence.

Amendment VII
In suits at common law, where the value in controversy
shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury
shall be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury shall be
otherwise re-examined in any Court of the United
States, than according to the rules of the common law.

Amendment VIII
Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines
imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.

Amendment IX
The enumeration in the Constitution , of certain rights,
shall not be construed to deny or disparage others
retained by the people.

Amendment X
The powers not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are
reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.
10

The Power of Acquittal
One Juror can stop tyranny with a “not guilty”
vote! He can nullify bad law in any case by
“hanging” the Jury! The only power the judge has
over the jury is their ignorance! Any Juror can
acquit a defendant who’s charged with a crime to
nullify the said charge!
“The jury has a right to judge both the law as well
as the fact in controversy.” -John Jay, 1st Chief
Justice (U.S. Supreme Court), 1789.
“The jury has the right to determine both the law
and the facts.” -Samuel Chase, U.S. Supreme Court
Justice, 1796, and signer of the unanimous declaration
of independence.
“The jury has the power to bring a verdict in the
teeth of both law and fact.” -Oliver Wendell Holmes,
U.S. Supreme Court Justice, 1902.
“The law itself is on trial quite as much as the
cause which is to be decided.” -Harlan F. Stone, 12th
Chief Justice (U.S. Supreme Court), 1941.
“The pages of history shine on instances of the
jury’s exercise of its prerogative to disregard
instructions of the judge . . .” -U.S. vs. Dougherty,
473 F 2nd 1113, 1139, (1972).
“All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution
are null and void.” -Marbury vs. Madison, 5 US (2
Cranch) 137, 174, 176, (1803).
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“The Jury has an unreviewable and irreversible
power . . . to acquit in disregard of the instructions on
the law given by trial judge . . .” -U.S. vs. Dougherty,
473 F 2nd 1113, 1139, (1972).
“You have a right to take upon yourselves to judge
of both, and to determine the law as well as the fact in
controversy.” -State of Georgia vs. Brailsford, et al,
3 Dall. 1)
“Where rights secured by the Constitution are
involved, there can be no rule making or legislation
which would abrogate them.” -Miranda vs. Arizona,
384 US 436 p. 491.
“An unconstitutional act is not law; it confers no
rights; it imposes no duties; affords no protection; it
creates no office; it is in legal contemplation, is
inoperative as though it had never been passed.”
Norton vs. Shelby County, 118 US 425 p. 442.
“No one is bound to obey an unconstitutional law
and no courts are bound to enforce it.” 16 Am Jur 2d,
Sec 177; late 2d, Sec 256.
The only thing necessary for tyranny to gain a foothold
is for men of good conscience to do nothing. “The

only thing necessary for evil to triumph is for good
men to do nothing.” -Edmund Burke 1729-1797

“I am only one, but I am one. I cannot do
everything, but I can do something. What I
can do, I should do and, with the help of
God, I will do!” -Everett Hale
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The second President of the United States,
John Adams, said that “you have rights

antecedent to all earthly governments;
rights that cannot be repealed or restrained
by human laws; rights derived from the
Great Legislator of the Universe.”
Abraham Lincoln, the first Republican
President of the United States who famously freed
slaves from their present institutions in the 1860s made
the following statement:

“The people are the masters of both
Congress and courts, not to overthrow the
Constitution, but to overthrow the men
who pervert it!”
He also said “study the Constitution. . .” “Let it
be preached from the pulpit, proclaimed in
legislatures, and enforced in courts and justice.”

“Government is not reason; it is not eloquence,
it is a force! Like fire, it is a dangerous servant
and a fearful master.” -George Washington
“The truth is like the sun. You can block it out
for a time, but it ain’t goin’ away.”
-Elvis Presley
Government is like the sun. Without it there
could be no civilization, but with too much,
everything will burn.
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Justice will be decided in Heaven’s Court!
“My people are destroyed for lack of
knowledge . . .!” -Hosea 4:6
“Woe to those who decree unjust statutes and to
those who continually record unjust decisions, to
deprive the needy of justice, and to rob the poor of my
people of their rights. . .” -Isaiah 10:1,2
“We must obey God rather than men.” -Acts 5:29
“Necessity is the plea for every infringement of
human liberty; it is the argument of tyrants; it is the
creed of slaves.” -William Pitt of the British House of
Commons.
William Pitt also said “The poorest man may, in
his own cottage, bid defiance to all the forces of the
Crown. It may be frail, its roof may shake; the wind
may blow through it; the storm may enter; the rain
may enter; but the King of England may not enter; all
his force dares not cross the threshold of the ruined
tenement.”
The founders of the American colonies grew
cannabis. Cannabis is the plant which produces hemp
fiber from it’s stalk and marijuana from it’s bud (or
pod) which protects it’s seeds and collects pollen from
the male flowers.
Thomas Jefferson who drafted the Declaration of
Independence made the following quotes: “hemp is of
first necessity for the wealth and protection of the
country.”
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2: “The new Constitution has secured these
[individual rights] in the Executive and Legislative
departments: but not in the Judiciary. It should have
established trials by the people themselves, that is to
say, by jury.”
3: “Judges should be withdrawn from the bench
whose erroneous biases are leading us to dissolution.
It may, indeed, injure them in fame or fortune; but it
saves the Republic . . .”

The liberty tree was printed on the first flag
flown by George Washington’s Navy and on the
currency of New England throughout the middle
of the 18th century (1700s) which is shown on the
front cover of this booklet. Search for “The
Liberty Flags” on https://tclaws.org for more
information about this historic flag!
The following picture has been preserved by
the Smithsonian as a historical record which
depicts the original tea party dumping containers
of tea from a British ship in Boston Massachusetts
as well as pouring it down the throat of John
Malcolm who was a British officer who was in
charge of collecting excise tax revenue from
citizens. Among these excise taxes was the stamp
tax which gave British officials authority to
interfere with people’s mail. The stamp act hangs
upside down in defiance on the famous Liberty
Tree where the revolutionaries would rally
against the tyranny of the crown!
15
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“All experience hath shewn that mankind are more disposed to
suffer . . . than to abolish the forms to which they are
accustom.” “A decent respect to the opinions of mankind
require that they declare the reasons which impel them to the
separation” (of power) ~Declaration of Independence
“To be prepared for war is one of the most effective means
of preserving peace.” -George Washington
18

SCOURGED FOR NOT TAKING A LICENSE!
Young Christian attorney Patrick Henry saw
why a jury of peers is so vital to freedom! It was
March 1775 when he rode into the small town of
Culpeper, Va. where he found a minister tied to a
whipping post in the middle of the town square. His
back was bare and bloody. He had been scourged
with whips laced with metal. Patrick Henry is quoted
as saying: “When they stopped beating him, I could
see the bones of his rib cage. I turned to someone
and asked what the man had done to deserve a
beating such as this.”
The reply given to him was that the Christian
minister was one of twelve who were locked in jail
because they refused to take a license. Three days
later they scourged him to death.
This is why the revolutionaries made cruel
punishment illegal when they formed America. This
was the incident which sparked Christian attorney
Patrick Henry to write the famous words which later
would become the rallying cry of the Revolution.
“What is it that gentlemen wish? What would they
have? Is life so dear, or peace so sweet, as to be
purchased at the price of chains and slavery?
Forbid it, Almighty God! I know not what course
others may take, but as for me, give me liberty or
give me death!” Later he made this part of his
famous speech at St. John’s Episcopal Church in
Williamsburg, Va.

A license is designed to justify punishment for
something that wouldn’t ordinarily be a crime!
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Self Defense = Self Preservation
Most states, like Washington, have
legislation to further solidify the purpose of the
2nd amendment. These laws are designed to
protect innocent people who use force against
others in order to defend themselves or other
innocent people from harm or theft from being
criminally convicted.
In the state of Washington, revised code
9A.16.020(3) outlines that: “The use, attempt, or offer
to use force upon or toward the person of another is
not unlawful whenever used by a party about to be
injured, or by another lawfully aiding him or her, in
preventing or attempting to prevent an offense against
his or her person, or a malicious trespass, or other
malicious interference with real or personal property
lawfully in his or her possession, in case the force is
not more than is necessary.”
RCW 9A.16.030 further clarifies that: “Homicide is
excusable when committed by accident or misfortune
in doing any lawful act by lawful means, without
criminal negligence, or without any unlawful intent.”
The logic of not being prey in a predatory world is
timeless. The right to defend ourselves and others

is a right granted to us by our creator, and
always will be!

If we don’t hold these truths to be self evident, then

why do Americans celebrate independence
day?
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Americans Are Oppressed!
In the 1990s Bill Clinton funded the police with
two thirds of the federal budget to unleash them in
mass upon our increasingly unarmed population. He
used his military and the tyrannical ATF, which was
established as an extension of the department of the
treasury by Richard Nixon in 1972, to murder the
entire family of a patriotic Christian preacher in Waco,
Texas in the name of government superiority over the
civilian class.
Defense was the people’s job, and we yielded our
responsibility to police. The police defend the
parliament (legislature) which authorize them to rob,
kidnap and enslave our civilians. They defend the
magistrates (judges) who deem themselves the superior
rulers of our free citizenry, and they defend the
monarchs (executives) who dictate our states and abuse
power as chief commanders. They defend themselves
and go after our civilian’s precious metals (money),
medicine and means of defense. They come after our
liberty, lives and the lives of our families and
communities. They rarely hold themselves accountable
to any constitutional law (supreme law).
In the 21st century, if we cross the street without
first asking a machine for permission then we will be
fined. If we refuse to pay then we will be kidnapped
and forced into involuntary servitude (arrested and
enslaved). If we resist with force we will be killed. The
same goes for not surrendering money to the
government which we earn from our labor. Americans
gave up freedom for security and have lost both! How
are we free or secure when our government will kill us
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if we don’t give them our hard earned money or if we
cross a street without first being granted permission
and resist blatant enslavement as an unjust
consequence? It’s time for Americans to give up
security for freedom!
We can not deny that our people are totally
oppressed when our government taxes all land; claims
total ownership of over twelve million acres of
wilderness; taxes every person for every dollar that
they spend; taxes all estates that are built; taxes all
businesses; taxes all services including utility, transport
and communication; adds special excise taxes onto
everything from syrup, to fish, to fuel; mandates
additional fees for registration and license renewals;
allows our public debt to ever increase due to the
interest included onto the money that’s issued to our
people by the Federal Reserve; and then on top of all of
those excessive fines will rob our civilians at gunpoint
for more of their money from what income that they
have left in order to fund more tanks and bombs to
terrorize the rest of the world in order for the
government to continue it’s endless expansion of
murder and theft, and ultimately killing any and all
people who dare oppose being kidnapped and enslaved
by blatant robbers and murderers who threaten death
upon all who refuse to fund genocide and oppression
with their last bits of income that they’ve earned from
their labor. In the midst of this mass extortion,
“innocent” people who obey all laws and taxes which
are levied upon them are still being disarmed by their
government and told that they must pay more every
year and obey more and more new laws including
registration and licensing requirements. This reality
defines oppression!
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Everett Hale said “I am only one, but I am
one. I cannot do everything, but I can do
something. What I can do, I should do and, with
the help of God, I will do!” Men who do what they

know is right even when the risk that’s created is far
greater than that if they had remained still and silent
know the true meaning of bravery and honor.
Hollywood and Satanic culture has taught us to
embrace, glamorize and reward sins like laziness and
lust, and to condemn what’s honorable as “crazy,”
“foolish” and “dangerous.” We’ve forgotten the magic
of our eternal reality - that only our bodies are mortal
and that no matter what we do or don’t do, nothing has,
can or ever will change that reality of mortality. We’ve
been taught to abandon our divine purpose - our
lineage! What would Jesus who spoke against the
oppression and sin of Rome do? Would God have us
sacrifice the posterity for our own temporary comforts?
Humans have enslaved themselves and abandon
their own right to power which God created them with.
Dimethyltryptamine (DMT) is produced in our brains
during birth, in near death experiences and when we
dream every single night! It’s produced by plants and
can be ingested as indigenous shamans have shown in
their sacred and traditional ceremonies to connect our
conscious minds with the non-physical reality of the
spirit world. Our government has banned this. Because
this is the natural component that’s produced by the
amygdala - the “third eye” - or the center of our brains
which neuroscientists attribute most to consciousness the government is literally banning our consciousness!
They are openly dumbing us down with toxins in our
water, air, food, compulsory schooling and banning
mind expanding substances like Psilocybin,
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mescaline, Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and
Dimethyltryptamine (DMT) in order to hinder our
greatest power - conscious sight! This makes us
extremely easier to control and herd into our own doom!
First we are to serve our ultimate function. We must
produce for those who exploit our labor - the
government!
We shall always have the right to appeal to
heaven - to resist blatant evil, oppression and malice
that’s perpetuated by greedy and sinister human tyrants
of this Earth! Tyrants who plead “not guilty” when
charged with treason are committing perjury!
We are here to be tested; to prove that we are
worthy of Heaven! Will we sacrifice temporary safety
and comfort to stand against those who initiate
violence upon the non-violent, or will we aid them in
their unholy wars where millions of children must
suffer? Would God have us stand by as millions of
children are killed for greed? Were we given the power
of speech to remain silent as our families and neighbors
are enslaved or killed for power? Remember when
Moses took a stand (Exodus 2: 11-12)!
At a minimum, let us speak against the cruel and
oppressive nature of income tax! If enough people do
then it may be abolished in time. Never surrender our
God given power - our most unalienable rights! We are
the most powerful species on this Earth, and all men
are created equal! It’s within our right and within our
power to take control of our own destiny! The power of
creation and the spirit of life is with us. The magic of
time and consciousness is with us. America’s founders,
the declaration of independence and our constitution is
with us. Moses, Jesus and the Bible is with us. Our
24

ancestors and God is with us! If nothing else, SPEAK!
The power is with YOU! The power is with us all!
All who are slain by oppression may become
martyrs and one-thousand more will rise so long as
those who stand don’t forget that, as outlined in the
first paragraph of the once infamous declaration of
independence which was signed by rebels who were
considered the highest class of criminals at the time of
it’s creation, that it is vital to declare the reasons which
impel us to the separation of power so that our actions
may be understood by mankind and no one may lie
about our intent!
We were given the power to save ourselves.
Whether or not we do will always be up to us. We have
to use our power to initiate and influence! If there is a
Heaven and Hell after divine judgement then those
who initiate violence will always be the punished, and
those who defend against it will be the rewarded. If
there is no afterlife then what do we have to lose
anyway when death will always be certain? Take a
stand for what’s right! Take a stand against evil! Take
a stand to preserve freedom for our species! Be brave.
Live for truth and die with honor. Justice will be
decided in heaven’s court! At a minimum, SPEAK
against the cruel and oppressive nature of taxation. Our
children ought to be more than slaves! Defense will
always be our most fundamental right!
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Restore the Term
“My Business”
The stars on the American flag represent the 10th
Amendment of the U.S. constitution which declares
that states may govern their own territories and that the
individuals within those states may pursue their own
happiness and wealth in freedom. Sadly, it has become
impossible to run your own business today without
total interference from the government which now
dictates how a business is run and demands that all
employers, employees and costumers alike all pay their
own portion of tax to the government for every
transaction. This is merely to enforce that all
Americans use the same central currency or else be
forced into direct slavery under the 13th amendment for
having committed the crime of rebelling against the tax
structure which was non-existent in our great grand
parent’s generation. This strategy of confiscating
liberty and property from “rebels” is directly outlined
as the 4th plank of communism which means it’s
absolutely false to claim that there is still “private”
business or “free trade” in the U.S. today because the
federal government demands that records are kept of
all resources and transactions so that they may dictate
the business at their leisure. This makes the
government the true owners of all businesses in
America today!
I-1658 would repeal excise taxes as the original
revolutionaries demanded so that them and their
children could forever prosper in freedom! This can
be done by means of a majority vote!
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Now, a century after the Russian revolution
which led to the formation of the Soviet Union,
communism is expanding throughout every continent
once again. America has long been outspoken against
communism, but Americans don’t actually understand
what communism is. Without the ability to identify an
enemy, an enemy cannot be defeated. When the
Soviets conquered Russia, they embarked on a quest to
purge their land of Christianity and to seize all the
lands which belonged to the nation’s farmers. The
Soviet Union wasn’t able to survive under the weight
of it’s own policy for even 70 years from 1922 to 1991.
Capitalism is now often blamed for the
oppression of workers in the United States and around
the world, but the population doesn’t understand how
to define capitalism any more than they are able to
identify communism. This creates an obvious division
between people who understand what these terms
actually mean and people who blindly believe that they
understand the pros and cons which the terms are
generally associated with. With the education system
today, it’s extremely rare that children will graduate
from public school with any understanding of
communism whatsoever despite it’s dramatic effects
upon the mass populations of the world which have
historically crippled the ability for democracy to bring
benefit to the masses that it was intended to serve.
There’s only one way to identify communism and
weigh it’s benefits against it’s downfalls. The key to
understanding lies within what is known as the 10
planks of communism.
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Written by German philosophers Friedrich Engels and
Karl Marx, the following is known as the
10 PLANKS OF COMMUNISM from the
Communist Manifesto, Chapter II: Proletarians and
Communists.
(1848)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

Abolition of property in land and application of
all rents of land to public purposes.
A heavy progressive or graduated income tax.
Abolition of all rights of inheritance.
Confiscation of the property of all emigrants
and rebels.
Centralization of credit in the hands of the
state, by means of a national bank with state
capital and an exclusive monopoly.
Centralization of the means of communication
and transport in the hands of the State.
Extension of factories and instruments of
production owned by the State; the bringing
into cultivation of waste-lands, and the
improvement of the soil generally in accordance
with a common plan.
Equal liability of all to work. Establishment of
industrial armies, especially for agriculture.
Combination of agriculture with
manufacturing industries; gradual abolition of
all the distinction between town and country by a
more equable distribution of the populace over the
country.
Free education for all children in public schools.
Abolition of children’s factory labour in its
present form. Combination of education with
industrial production.
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In the Holy Bible, Exodus 20: 1-17
outlines God’s commandments. All too often,
people who claim to follow the wisdom of
Jesus’s teachings don’t acknowledge the basic
principles of the final commandments in the
Holy Bible. The 9th commandment says not
to bear false witness and the 10th
commandment says not to covet thy
neighbor’s home. If these basic principles
were upheld in our society then there would
be no war on medicine, precious metals or
weapons and four fifths of our incarcerated
population would be free and have an equal
opportunity to prosper among common
citizens for they never inflicted violence upon
their fellow man. Christian congregations are
still the largest leaders in charity throughout
our nation and the world and their value
system which has promoted freedom when
followed gave way to the most prosperous
nations on Earth. The traditional wisdom has
been forsaken, but only with faith in the
power of our own congregations can we
restore the wisdom that has freed our species
from slavery in the past, and may do so again.
To fight the oppression of tyranny, we must
rejoice and exempt Church and charity
from any tax whatsoever.
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“The five point program for
pentagonal revisionism” was publicized in
1988 by Anton Szandor LaVey who created
the Church of Satan 22 years prior in 1966.
It outlines his actual objectives for a mass
cultural transformation which were not made
as clear in the Satanic Bible. It can be found
on the Church’s website:
www.churchofsatan.com

“This is the encapsulated version of the
current thrust of Satanic advocacy. So when
someone asks you, ‘Well, what do Satanists
do?’, you will be qualified to tell him. Each is
necessary for Satanic change to take place.
When asked what we’re doing, here’s the
answer:
1: Stratification.
The point on which all the others ultimately rest.
There can be no more myth of ‘equality’ for all - it
only translates to ‘mediocrity’ and supports the weak at
the expense of the strong. Water must be allowed to
seek its own level without interference from apologists
for incompetence. No one should be protected from
the effects of his own stupidity.
2: Strict taxation of all churches.
If churches were taxed for all their income and
property, they’d crumble overnight of their own
obsolescence, and the national debt would be wiped out
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as quickly. The productive, the creative, the resourceful
should be subsidized. So long as the useless and
incompetent are getting paid, they should be heavily
taxed.
3: No tolerance for religious beliefs secularized and
incorporated into law and order issues
to re-establish ‘Lex Talionis’ would require a complete
overturning of the present injustice system based on
Judeo-Christian ideals, where the victim/defender has
been made the criminal. Amnesty should be considered
for anyone in prison because of his alleged ‘influence’
upon the actual perpetrator of the crime. Everyone is
influenced in what he or she does. Scapegoating has
become a way of life, a means of survival for the unfit.
As an extension of the Judeo-Christian cop-out of
blaming the Devil for everything, criminals can gain
leniency, even praise, by placing the blame on a
convenient villain. Following the Satanic creed of
‘responsibility to the responsible,’ in a Satanic society,
everyone must experience the consequences of his
own actions—for good or ill.
4: Development and production of artificial human
companions.
The forbidden industry. An economic godsend which
will allow everyone power over someone else. Polite,
sophisticated, technologically feasible slavery, and
the most profitable industry since T.V. and the
computer.
5: The opportunity for anyone to live within a total
environment of his or her choice, with mandatory
adherence to the aesthetic and behavioral standards
of same.
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Privately owned, operated and controlled environments
as an alternative to homogenized and polyglot ones.
The freedom to insularize oneself within a social
milieu of personal well-being. An opportunity to feel,
see, and hear that which is most aesthetically
pleasing, without interference from those who
would pollute or detract from that option.”
High Priest Magus Peter H. Gilmore of the Church of
Satan notes that “the complete graphic which we now
call the Sigil of Baphomet only became associated as
the foremost symbol of Satanism in the public and
media consciousness after the founding of the Church
of Satan and Dr. LaVey’s use of it.” “The Pentagram,
which in Gnostic schools is called the Blazing Star, is
the sign of intellectual omnipotence and autocracy.”

“The Pentagram with two points in the
ascendant represents Satan as the goat of the
Sabbath; when one point is in the ascendant, it is
the sign of the Saviour.” The latter form is also

referred to as a pentacle. Formerly, the pentacle is used
as a symbolic representation of ascension and the
elemental forces of life including water, fire, air, earth
and current with spirit as center.

In issue #133 of “The Cloven Hoof”
magazine from the Church of Satan,
Magistra Blanche Barton notes that the job

of the Church is to “manifest the dark
lord’s will upon this Earth.”
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A world where all must adhere to what a
sadist may decide is “most aesthetically pleasing”
because any interference is not allowed is not
conductive to a healthy or productive society.
Churches built the best civilizations on Earth by
taking care of those who couldn’t fully take care of
themselves by means of charity and preaches
forgiveness for those who make mistakes.
If everybody simply accepted that the Human
race is destine for hell and can’t save themselves
then nobody would try to hold themselves to a high
moral standard and civilization will deteriorate
because man would no longer achieve greatness with
a philosophy that forsakes those who simply make
mistakes. Albert Einstein said “anyone who has
never made a mistake has never tried anything new.”
If people who experiment were all heavily taxed for
incompetence or stupidity then civilization would
have never evolved! At a minimum, faith saves our
species on Earth regardless of what happens after
death.
Allowing people who knowingly or
unknowingly bare the satanic philosophies listed in
Lavey’s “Five Point Program” will lead our species
to be replaced by robots as listed in the fourth point
of the program by means of a mass extermination. In
a Satanic society, who will have the morals to stop
such a dreadful evil? This is why the elites of the
world want us unwittingly trained to accept
satanic philosophy that’s been deliberately
perpetuated by Hollywood for over sixty years.
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Prophecies
&
Revelations
The Third & Final Strike
Against America
Through the cycles of human history, mankind
has always been forced to face predators. History
repeats endless cycles of violent condemnation of truth
as desperation and blind faith in external saviors leads
to the tendency for monarchy. Machines already dictate
where, when and how human beings should act. A
people who no longer look to the stars for guidance or
listen to the inner voice of their own intuition will bury
themselves in the graves that were dug for them.
Mankind’s seemingly timeless desperation to have
blind faith in external saviors as opposed to believing
in their own power to save themselves is what makes
our species susceptible to the greatest predators of
Earth today. Human beings have been killing their own
to enslave populations since the dawn of civilization.
Nothing can defeat the evil of mankind but themselves.
Their divine power is to realize that their power is
divine! This world belongs to the posterity, and they
are the purpose of our lives!
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If you knew that the world is going to end as we
know it within a couple of generations because a
sadistic and insane death cult has planned to conquer
the galaxy at the expense of the majority of the Earth’s
population, would it make you want to live more for
the moment and forget about responsibilities and
obligations to embrace your ambitions, desires,
passions and lusts, or would it make you want to plan
against the people that are conspiring to destroy our
world? We still can if we put our minds to it. To
succeed would take an evolution of consciousness
where people realize that they’ve been trained to
believe that they’re inferior to government and that
government in reality is run by people which are
equally as human as them.
Death merchants have taken control of our
civilization before our eyes. Their symbol is a skull
and crossbones and is also known as the “death’s
head.” It’s looming above and around us every day as
time continues, waiting to descend upon the innocent.
Only if we can remember our eternal power that we’ve
been trained to neglect and disguise, the power which
makes us human, will we save the posterity from the
endless nightmare which is the disaster that’s been
created over several generations; the endless vacuum
that consumes all in the end; a dark vortex of greed and
cruelty.
After over 100 years of being lied to in order to be
pulled into war after war by the puppet masters of the
Earth, Americans are being prepared to encounter the
third and final strike against their country by the
year 2033. The United States is merely steps away
from adopting a similar system as communist China,
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the Soviet Union, fascist Italy, Nazi Germany, North
Korea, Cambodia or ancient Britain. The list of slave
dictatorships that have abused state power is endless,
and we’re following the model of every one of them
going back to the Ming dynasty, ancient Rome and
even Egypt. Now Humans have to decide whether to
utilize this closing window of opportunity to break free
or cast their own species into another 1000 years of
endless war and slavery led by central empire gone
wrong.
Having confidence in your own intuition and
ability to make your own conclusion about something
and to communicate that understanding is something
that’s too often condemned as arrogance. The masses
have been trained to believe that they are inferior to
government. They believe that they are too stupid to be
worthy of their own opinions or right to express them.
This is exactly what the leaders of the modern
education system declared was the purpose of that
system. They didn’t want to produce critically thinking
minds which are capable of forming their own
conclusions, much less communicating them to the
world through art, music, poetry or letters. That was an
ambition deemed too humble on the sixth page of the
book “The Country School Of To-morrow,” written by
the GEB in 1913, for the leaders of our modern
compulsory education curriculum. The General
Education Board wanted breeds of obedient
laborers, not an independent population who would
become scientists, engineers or leaders!
The masses defend the weakening, diseased and
collapsing structure of tyranny because they have
grown accustom as slaves to depending on their
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masters. This is what compulsory education has
brought us. When the education that civilians pay high
taxes to enforce is called “free” then there can be no
greater indication that the education is fraudulent
because it’s a system which has inherently created it’s
own language that’s separate from English. How can
an education system that’s responsible for teaching
English be trusted to effectively teach anything else
when it has already failed it’s initial goal which is to
teach English? “Free education for all children in
government schools” is outlined as the tenth plank of
communism in the official communist manifesto. We
don’t have “free” education yet we claim that this is
precisely what’s mandated by means of a compulsory
process that is heavily funded by the labor of hard
working civilian citizens which makes it communist
education. Kids don’t know about communism
because we enforce communist education, not “free”
education.
Diet can be the difference between health and
sickness, longevity and a swift or miserable fatality.
Health or sickness will determine whether or not a
person has confidence in their ability to be independent
because it can literally determine whether or not
they’re able to be independent. Confidence and health
is a vital attribute to the war we face. The soviet
health care system that’s being implemented in the
United States is one of the largest expenses in the
country which burdens working tax payers and
attempts to justify any level of theft from the people of
the United States. Because the medical industry has
been trained to prescribe profitable drugs rather than
effective nutrients to combat health problems, it is up
to the people to combat and reverse the majority of
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their physical ailments.
Man will weaponize all advanced technologies
and President Eisenhower warned the American people
that the military industrial complex could become
the nation’s greatest threat if left unchecked by the
voting population. If communism succeeds it will erase
the judicial branch of government and a standing
army will dictate the nation. We already see this
happening with the phasing out of posse comitatus.
Robots will replace police and doctors to facilitate
the reduction of Earth’s Human population unless
humans realize in enough time the war their children
are up against and organize to collectively resist it.
Credit will be issued to a proletarian slave class
by a central group of economic masters. This will
dictate who receives goods and how much. The credit
will be fixed to wireless microchips that will be
implanted in human’s flesh and directly attached to
their most important veins and nerves such as in their
spines, wrists and brains. This will make it impossible
to be removed without advanced surgeons and therefor
end the purpose of democracy which was to allow
humans a chance to correct past mistakes. By the time
they realize that a satanic and vampiric death cult
has tricked the population into allowing them to
control and even fry people’s cardiovascular system
which is the conductive internal circuit of all mammals,
it will be too late to reverse the mistake. The gates of
hell will close behind and around civilization after they
become conscious of what’s been created.
Once again, mankind is faced with the choice to
sacrifice freedom for security or to realize that
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freedom itself is the only security against the
greatest threat of all which we call slavery and is thus
all that’s worth securing. One of Human’s most
fundamental survival instincts, written into the laws of
nature and encoded into the fabric of space, time and
our Human genome is curiosity, for we are more than
machines! Children that are rewarded for asking
questions rather than punished will be free instead of
slaves. The only remedy to bring peace, equality,
justice and universal rights is to abstain from
punishing children for asking questions. Knowledge
is power and power is inherited by the free, not by
slaves.
If the populations can’t evolve beyond the
pecking order then the vast populations will be as
doomed as the poultry that feeds them because their
psychology is that of prehistoric dinosaurs. We've
enslaved ourselves since ancient Egypt but have
democracy and open access to information for the first
time ever on this scale. Pray that we may evolve and
restore our sanity and that to identify our fear may free
us of what blinds us. Let us not abandon the only thing
that allows us safety and prevalence - Sight!
The “right” and “left” are just two lanes of a one
way road that gives the majority no option to move in
the opposite direction. A linear path set to control the
outcome of our future. The people have to decide that
their future belongs to them! Free civilization is
running out of time, and everybody’s in the same boat
as one collective group who all obey the same agencies
which rule over all businesses, land, cultivation of
crops and circulation of currency. Running to the other
side of the boat won’t save it from sinking. People
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must do their part as individuals to reclaim their
humanity once more, declare their right to lead as
individuals and to raise their own children, not to
simply serve the power hungry central banks as
unthinking drones and livestock. Only a free people
have the right to privately conduct their own
business so long as no violence is being perpetuated
just as only a free people have the right to do whatever
is necessary to end a violent business. It is only the
right of a free people to know what their own resources
are being used for and to have choice in the matter.
A nation that’s been raising it’s debt for over a
century thinks that it can tax itself out of the poverty
that the adoption of communism has brought among
it’s people. A people who understand that humans are
smart enough to build deadly predator drones to keep
their enslaved livestock in their pen but don’t believe
that humans are the greatest predators of Earth, some
of whom would sell millions of innocent lives for one
trillion dollars in gold, and have done just that.
Everyone’s life revolves around the idea of money, but
they don’t have any idea why the nation is too broke to
mint gold or silver and increasingly “unable” to mint
copper. Compulsory education didn’t teach people
every day survival skills, but rather how to obey
commands. Students aren’t taught in K-12 economics
to think about why “one dollar” minted in 2018 costs
seventeen Federal Reserve bank notes to purchase!
What this means is that people are receiving roughly
six percent of what they think they’re making from
their labor after a minimum tax deduction of one third
after state and federal income, retail and excise taxes
are applied. The more money you’re able to deal with,
the lower that percentage gets!
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All insurance companies are based on an
unsustainable concept which make their business one
of gambling and fraud. Because of this, the only real
insurance that the people ever had was their own
freedoms and a government comprised of publicly
elected representatives to control the protective forces
of the country’s militia on behalf of the citizen’s
interests. To force United States citizens to accept a
monetary and medical insurance scam in the 1930s
was one of the greatest acts of treason which has
crippled the United States of America. He who
dominates a nation’s cultivation of crops for food,
medicine, fuel, clothes and other uses, as well as the
circulation of their money and the trade market in
which citizens have access to weapons will be the
owner of that enslaved nation who’s subjects may be
forced into total subservience to the power of his
command.
Because government generates it’s revenue
from the tax that’s paid by the private sector which
generates revenue by producing and distributing goods
and services, there has to be checks on both sides for a
balanced system to survive. In a time of peace, ten
percent of the money produced in the nation is enough
for the government to provide for it’s most essential
functions. Today we’re seeing numbers above thirty
percent at a minimum being taken from earners of
the lowest incomes. One third of the jobs in the United
States are now subsequently government jobs. This is a
dramatic increase from what has been seen historically
within the United States.
It’s not the government’s job to “make” jobs.
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They already have a job and they’re taking more and
more from the private sector which is their only source
of revenue. It’s our neighbors and families. It’s our
own children! When two thirds of the nation is feeding
the other third, but the one third is growing larger and
thus needs more as the two thirds which is their only
source of revenue becomes smaller and is able to
produce less and less by design, it doesn’t take a
professional mathematician to see that the system is
destine to eventually collapse on itself. 70% is the
lowest allowable score in the traditional compulsory
grading system that we’ve known for so long. If one
third of jobs rely on revenue from tax money, and
another 7% or more is collected from tax payers by
people who don’t work, then that means that America
has reached a point where less than 60% of the
nation is actually generating revenue by means of
producing or distributing goods or services! That is a
failure by any grading system!
Isaac Newton’s third law of motion states that to
every action there is an equal or opposite reaction. Our
reign of unconstitutional fury will come back to us like
the ripples in a pond after hitting the edge of the bank.
After America subverts it’s own constitution around
the world it will be the last to feel the destruction of it’s
own power. As we fight as a nation to maintain the
illusion of dominance in the world, the people of the
nation are collapsing their own economy, bringing
greater poverty among themselves as their wealth is
siphoned to the largest weapons dealers and the central
banks which capitalize on the money that they loan
our government for our endless wars. For many
decades this bidding has taken place solely between the
executive branch and it’s appointed chairman of the
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Federal Reserve bank who took control of the nation’s
money after the executive commander in chief had
signed the act into law in 1913. This was only three
generations back in time for many millenials who
were kids just a decade ago and who’s great
grandparents were teenagers when this institution
took control over the nation’s future without the
direct consent from the people or it’s elected congress.
It’s been the same institution that’s been being used
ever since it’s creation to finance our wars on behalf of
public debt with equally no direct consent from the
majority of citizens or their elected congress. This debt
is created when the Federal Reserve loans us credit
that’s based on the actual money in their possession
which was obtained illegally after an executive act of
treason in 1933 known as executive order 6102 and
increasingly due to the never ending interest rates that
the people were subsequently forced to accept after that
year in which the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation became a mandated insurer of the nations
monetary “loans” which were to be administered by the
communist Federal Reserve central bank. This is why
the Teresem religion is now surfacing to turn digital
currency and total central control of everything and
everyone into the grand project for the new century;
the ultimate prospect of the brave new world; the next
step in human evolution and the new religion for the
last breed of humans as we’ve known them for
millenniums; the largest death trap ever created for our
species. If only we could be so lucky as to be freed by
the illusion of death, perhaps we’d have nothing to
fear.
Some of the richest people in the world are
involved in the new religious death cult that’s called
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“Teresem.” They’ve formed with some of the
wealthiest foundations of the world to take care of this
public debt once and for all. They’ve declared that
they’re going to do us a favor and offer us eternal
paradise in exchange for our mortal bodies. No more
will we have to use our own brains independently to
think about resources because what people called
money will simply be credit which will be periodically
uploaded electronically to micro chips which will be
implanted within the wrists, spines, or brains of human
beings. They will transmit global positioning
information about the subject’s location at any time
and will be scanned in order for a person to be
permitted any commodities or services. The Teresem
religion is a dangerous mix of satanism,
communism and new age trans-humanism. They
want eugenics on a scale that we’ve never seen in
history where the chosen master race is the cyborg. The
robot will be more in control than the human. If we
don’t act to decentralize the power structure by ridding
ourselves of the disease which is over bearing and
dictatorial government then there will truly be hell on
earth. An unimaginable nightmare with no escape.
If the people ignore the wisdom of the ninth and
tenth commandments of the holy bible and allow them
to be substituted by a Laveyan Satanic philosophy that
justifies mandating that people adhere to fabricated
stories which their satanic masters will deem are most
aesthetically pleasing then they will die in a world that
considers mass murder to be health-care. This has
already happened in socialist countries like the Soviet
Union and Nazi Germany. This is achieved by simply
changing the definition of words. To become immortal,
for example, you first have to die! It will come with the
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mandated government health insurance by 2040.
Germany was the birthing ground of the
communist movement which was created by
revolutionary socialists a century before the socialist
worker’s party that identified as Nazis. In the Soviet
Union that was formed just one century ago, Churches
were burned and Christian land owners were killed.
The Union collapsed in less than 70 years after tens of
millions of people were systematically killed by means
of starvation, sickness and blatant murder in order to
keep the population obedient and under control.
The psychology that dominates the world at large
is naturally developed by young children and is
observed in elementary schools. The first lesson is that
if the majority decides that something is correct then it
doesn’t matter if facts support the majority’s argument
when deciding that the majority will rule out the
minority by means of a general consensus. The second
lesson relates to the act of profiting from a conflict or
war. Subject “A” can tell subject “B” that subject “C”
is planning a war against subject “B” and then subject
“A” can tell subject “C” that subject “B” is planning a
war against subject “C.” The important factor for
subject “A” to profit by doing this is to tell both of his
subjects that he is on their side in the conflict and will
thus loan them resources such as money and weapons.
This is precisely how weapons manufacturers and
central banks can profit infinitely by stirring up wars
between nations and funding both sides. Whichever
side wins the war will continue to pay interest on the
debts owed and take loans to finance their development
and defense. Banking and the arms trade are thus two
of the most profitable businesses in the world as are the
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oil industry and the drug market.
A great misconception is that Americans have
profited from the nation’s widespread military
adventurism. While we’ve succeeded to capitalize
nations that we’ve destabilized around the world, the
national debt has exploded beyond anything ever
recorded in the nation’s history. No longer can one
dollar bill be redeemed for a single coin that holds the
worth of one dollar. One silver dollar that’s minted by
the United States in 2019 costs seventeen Federal
Reserve dollars to redeem. In the year 1960 their value
was equal. After 25 years of warfare in the Indochina
region and several decades in the middle east, the
national debt has increased by over five times since
the year 1993 and by over seventy six times since
the year 1960. This leaves Americans with
approximately sixty-six thousand dollars of debt per
citizen in the year 2019. This is why we’re told that we
can no longer redeem our bills for real money and
must soon accept a digital currency as a replacement!
The Federal Reserve illegally hi-jacked the nations
money and now says that America is too broke to pay
to have it back! In communist collectivism, if the ship
sinks, everybody drowns.
The United Nations was founded after World
War II with the same strategy as the former League
of Nations which formed after World War I to disarm
the people of Europe to protect them from war. This
strategy was a proven failure when Hitler took
advantage of the vulnerable populations that had
surrendered their weapons yet avoided countries like
Switzerland which refused to surrender their arms and
were thus never conquered by Nazi Germany. Former
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President Obama signed the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT)
with the United Nations in an agreement to fulfill an
agenda that was created by the United Nations to
disarm civilians of nations including America. If the
United States ratifies this agreement then this third
and final strike against America will erase all the
freedom that was guaranteed by the sovereignty of our
people, states and nation.
To deny or disparage innocent American citizens
of their 2nd amendment right to bare arms is treason
which is the highest class of punishable offenses within
the nation’s legal system! If more people understand
this basic fact then we will see these unalienable
rights upheld by juries of the people and supreme
justices which are elected by the voters! Denying juries
to defendants in criminal cases, imposing excessive
fines and searching or seizing people’s property
without warrants that are signed by a judge is treason!
Kitty Werthmann, an Austrian survivor of the
holocaust in the second world war, later became a
congresswoman of South Dakota and has famously
noted that if people would have read the book “Mein
Kampf” that was written by Adolf Hitler then Austria
would have never voted for Hitler or agreed to
surrender their weapons to his regime. Instead, the
people were too busy with athletics, cinema and other
common forms of entertainment and distraction to read
Hitler’s famous book before it was too late to heed the
warning. The book outlined his real objectives in a
similar way as “World Order” written by Henry
Kissinger expresses the plans to erase national
sovereignty world-wide, or as “The Country School of
To-Morrow” written by Frederick Gates expressed the
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true purposes of the compulsory education in the
United States after the General Education Board was
created by John Rockefeller in the year 1902. If people
would simply read the literature written by the leaders
of the Terasem religion or the leaders of the central
banking, education, oil and health-care systems that we
have in America, like “Memoirs” written by David
Rockefeller which expresses his pride in working
against the interests of the American people, then
perhaps the citizenry would heed the warning and
prepare the posterity for the real danger that we face.
The greatest form of inequality and division
ever established by mankind is a collective class of
subservient proletarians that are deemed inferior to
a superior class of ruling masters. It is the purest
antithesis to freedom and the opposite of true unity.
The Teresem religion is not the solution to the problem
of people losing their freedoms or safety. It’s a cult
which is preparing to implant microchips in people’s
brains which will store and regulate their credit for
food, water, shelter, health-care, etc. The
radio-frequency identification (RFID) chips allow
people to be wirelessly tracked with a global
positioning system (GPS). It’s a movement which aims
to enslave the human species worldwide in a futuristic
Soviet dystopia and replace over 85% of the Human
population with robots - likely the greatest nightmare
that our species has ever faced.
Robots are already being given equal rights. We
will be prepared to adapt with them throughout the
2020s and in the 2030s they are expected to be used as
law enforcement and medical assistants for a full
scale overthrow by the 2040s. Civilians have a closing
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window of time to realize that the predators which have
set the death traps to depopulate and conquer the Earth
and it’s inhabitants are being funded with their own tax
money which they work so hard for. We can blindly
trust the new satanic cult leaders to communism in hell
where the churches that lead in charity are burned to
the ground like in the Soviet Union or we can start to
communicate about the deeper issues that the
children of this nation are really facing and take the
people’s republic back; by the people and for the
people.
IN A WORLD WHERE where lies are rewarded
and honesty is punished; freedom of speech is
censorship of words that are deemed offensive; where
freedom of the press is incarceration for reading too
many academic journal articles; where freedom of
religion is mandated adherence to the supreme ruling
authority; where the right to assemble is criminalized
as “disturbing the peace;” where the right to bare arms
is a right that belongs only to the ruling class; where
the right to a trial by jury is denied to citizens in so
called “civil” cases where their right to bare arms for
defense as a free people is under threat; where the
supreme law of the land is overturned by inferior
statute codes which are drafted by the legislators in
power in order to rob civilians of their fourth and fifth
amendment protections; where state’s rights is merely
the right of a state to comply with federal regulations;
where sharing is taking money by means of violent
force for ultimate redistribution or confiscation from so
called “free” individuals; where justice is the act of
forcing healthy people to pay for people’s health-care
costs who barely eat raw plants, either whole or pureed,
but regularly consume sugar and are not elderly or
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significantly injured; where caring for the homeless is
confiscating their tents as a fine for being poor in the
name of “fair housing;” where the bill of rights is the
ten planks of communism which grant supreme rights
to only the authority of government; where private
business and capitalism is strictly and selectively
regulated by governmental regulation of all business;
where democracy means no choice for civilians who
are deemed inferior to the ruling class who will
redistribute their resources however they want; where
sanity is achieved by prescribing mind numbing
narcotics by means of a court order; where biology is
the elimination of any recognition of what was
formerly known as the female and male genders; where
following the wisdom of Jesus Christ’s teachings is to
openly advocate for coveting thy neighbor’s home to
seize their precious resins, metals or means of defense
and ultimately their estate itself; where the collapsing
value of the nation’s currency is “economic progress;”
where one dollar is equal to seventeen bank notes
issued by the federal reserve; where theft is legal and
“free” is defined as something with a large price
attached; where freedom is slavery, war is peace, and
ignorance is truth, freedom is false advertisement and
DEATH WILL BECOME LIFE.
Immortality is the oldest con in human history.
What’s certain is that the dark plans of the elite
will be our children’s worst nightmare if left ignored.
A world that may sustain a balance between having
no government and having one which is endlessly
expansive and overly domineering will maintain a
stability of freedom, peace and prosperity. A world
with a balance between condemnation of artistic
expression and mindless absorption of an artist’s
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agenda or between forced religious worship and the
condemnation of religion will preserve a world worth
living in! The key to lasting freedom is to decentralize
power, thus returning it to individuals whom it
rightfully belongs to therefor making them sovereign
once more rather than merely slaves of government.

Uniting the Northwestern Territories
(Restoring a Sustainable Economy)
How is it that people think about money every
day of their lives, are constantly concerned about how
much of it they have and never stop working for more
of it, but at the exact same time will refuse to think
about the value of the dollar which is it’s purchasing
power that’s measured by inflation? Economics is
based on the measurement of the purity of a substance,
usually precious metals, and their weight. Weights and
measures is what all monetary systems are based on,
yet it’s not taught in the compulsory education
curriculum that is forced upon the youth of today.
“High School economics” teaches children to
purchase debt from banks by signing up for credit
which their institutions can not physically back with
real currency. It does not teach children about real
money which is based on the measurement of the
purity of a substance and it’s weight.
To fit one million Federal Reserve bank notes that
are fraudulently referred to as “dollars” into a hat
would require 10,000 one-hundred “dollar” bills to be
stuffed into a hat which is impossible. One can,
however, fit an amount of gold into a hat which is
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worth 10,000 one-hundred Federal Reserve “dollar”
bills, or 1,000,000 Federal Reserve “dollar” bills.
When somebody asks the question “how do you fit
one-million dollars into a hat?” the only honest
answer is simply to fill it with gold. One-Billion
dollars could fit into a safe if a square of 10 by 10 gold
bars were stacked 15 bars high. It would equate to
approximately 1.6 billion dollars. This is a basic fact
which is not absent in any real study of economics.
A Twenty Dollar gold coin from the year 1924 is
worth $1,400 in 2019 according to the United States
Gold Bureau. A person who set aside 715 of these
twenty dollar gold coins in 1924 which costed $14,300
at the time would have over one-million dollars in 2019
for their grand children! The cost of gold has
quadrupled with the national debt since the early
1990s and has increased by over 25 times in just
over one century!
One ounce of silver minted by the United States
in 2019 is minted as “One Dollar” but it costs
seventeen “Federal Reserve Bank Notes” in order to
purchase the coin which is minted by the United States
and known as the “Silver Eagle Dollar.” If you
purchase the coin directly from the United States Mint
then the cost for a “One-Dollar” coin is 47 Federal
Reserve “dollars.” These Federal Reserve Bank Notes
are also labeled as “One Dollar” on the note which is
one of many clear examples of “doublethink” as
defined in the novel “1984” as believing two contrary
beliefs as the same time. One dollar can not also be
seventeen dollars, nor can it be forty-seven dollars!
One multiplied by one equals one, not seventeen or
forty-seven when the ministry of truth (the
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government) says that it does. This is blatant false
advertisement! Only government can claim legal
justification to commit false advertisement and armed
robbery. There must be limits set by the people which
restrain the level to which government can abuse it’s
power. The greatest threat that the posterity will
face is the inversion of foreign policy onto domestic
territory.
To solve many of the economic problems that we
face in the Northwest Territories, the state’s of
Montana, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington should fund
their state guard seven to ten times more than in the
year 2018 instead of selling out our people who love
the freedom that this land offers to the federal
government and the international corporate
conglomerates who only have foreign and out of state
interests in mind and heart. Wyoming could join as an
oil contributor and Colorado should want their precious
metals which were confiscated by Eastern territories as
much as the state of Washington. Northern California
wants to become the 51st state of Jefferson and could
use the support of the alliance of the Northwest
Territories to resist the pressures of California, New
York and the District of Columbia.
The insane level of tyranny that’s grown within
the United States has left the nation hanging by a thin
and weakening strand of freedom from a rope that
our ancestors left strong but has been neglected and
torn by generations that were indoctrinated by a
foreign communist ideology. This is the purpose for
the alliance of the Northwest Territories. The land of
majestic wonders, with the tallest mountains and trees,
where the eagles soar and the water always flows. It’s a
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land of golden opportunity and the largest diversity of
plant and animal life including fish. The final frontier
and God’s chosen paradise. A land of wealth and
security if our people would only realize the
opportunity that it offers us!
The way to defeat the tyranny which is
encroaching upon the nation from east to west is to
create a “liberty highway” of economic prosperity from
the boarder of Mexico to Canada where real U.S.
currency could be legally circulated as legal tender
instead of only Federal Reserve “Dollars.” If Idaho’s
congress passes a similar bill as Arizona, Utah and
Texas already have, then a force shield against
despotism would be developed in order to stimulate,
protect and preserve the economies of the mining states
which are west of the Rocky Mountains! This liberty
highway of economic freedom and wealth would exists
similarly to the cannabis market between Washington,
Oregon and California except that it would be less
regulated and taxed. Northwestern states already have
twice as many Libertarians, which are the leading
advocates of sustainable monetary policy in the United
States today, than other states in the nation. If New
Mexico and Washington would join with Idaho, Utah,
Arizona and Texas then there would not only be real
free trade from border to border for the first time in
over 8 decades, but there would exist a network of
power that would connect Northwest Washington to
Southeast Florida because the Southeast has already
wanted this type of reform for a long time. This would
stop the powers of New York and the District of
Columbia from being able to use the Mississippi River
to isolate and destroy the American dream which is
freedom!
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A Testament of U.S. History
For Humankind
(Ending the War Against Humanity)
At the turn of the 20th century, William
McKinley was assassinated. William McKinley was
the last Republican president who fought in the Union
Army against the Democrat Confederates which didn’t
intend on ending the institution of slavery for black
Americans. In the original drafts of the U.S.
Constitution, it clearly stated in Article 4 that “no
person hereafter coming into this country shall be held
within the same in slavery under any pretext
whatever.” It also said that “females shall have equal
rights with males” and that “no freeman shall be
debarred the use of arms.” It was to end forced worship
and provide that all justice would be handled by juries
of the people! It also provided many other protections
for citizens from illegal government overreach. When
the final Constitution was adopted it did not include
many of the protections that the original drafts
contained so it was amended 15 years later in 1791 and
became what is known as “the bill of rights.” This was
the first proclamation of human rights established
in the United States and clearly stated in the 8th
Amendment that cruel punishment and excessive fines
were prohibited. These amendments insured that
Americans were never to be debarred the use of
arms, the right to property, life or liberty, and that
the right to trial by jury would always be preserved. In
other words, justice was to be administered by free
people, not a hierarchical state monarch or magistrate.
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The fact that slavery continued after the revolution
was in clear violation of the original drafts of the U.S.
Constitution which Thomas Jefferson prepared, and of
the official amendments adopted in the bill of rights.
The declaration of independence, also drafted by
Thomas Jefferson, clearly obliged the human race to
stand up to tyranny by any means necessary in order
to abolish any government that would become
destructive to the goals of the free Americans. Those
goals were life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
Ultimately, it was the U.S. Constitution which
determined that the institution of slavery which openly
persisted for over a half-century after the revolution
and had always applied to people from all empires
through human history was now a horrific legal
contradiction. This was the pretext for the “civil” war
in the 1860s. Abraham Lincoln had alternative
monetary motives for the war that he declared against
the south and was the first Republican to become a
U.S. president. The Republican party was formed by
many members of the Whig party, which was the
original revolutionary party that led America to escape
the slavery and stranglehold of the European colonies.
The civil war was to keep America in line with its
own Constitution! This was not the first time that a war
had been waged to reform the Constitution in order to
uphold the noble goals that were outlined in its
preamble, and won’t be the last. This is why the
original 10 amendments still exist! They are also the
only thing which continue to protect citizens from the
institution of slavery, though they mean nothing when
our people would consent to their abolition! In the
Washington State Constitution’s “declaration of rights”
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known as Article 1, Section 1 clearly enacts the
wisdom of the declaration of independence. It says that
governments derive their power from the consent of the
governed. This is a timeless fact. So real is this truth
that the Russian Empire wouldn’t allow it’s citizens to
read the full text of the declaration of independence for
over a century after it’s release. It is a document that
can not be overlooked. It has the power to change lives
and can help Americans to uphold their most sacred
value - Liberty!
Without liberty, there can be no prosperity.
When innocent people are restricted from their
unalienable right to prosper in freedom, there is no
welfare in any context worth acknowledging. It’s
simply a tragic misidentification. When innocent
people must live in fear every day of a
hierarchical superpower that has grown violently
tyrannical under every definition, then they have
inherently lost their ability to thrive in an environment
that insures domestic tranquility. When “smart house”
prisons are forced on our people and we’re forced as
citizens to yield the profits from our businesses so that
our own children can be enslaved in these death traps
with no alternative, we will not uphold or secure the
blessings of liberty or domestic tranquility. Our lives
will only grow darker and colder until we are
exterminated by the same evil that has plagued our
human species for too many thousands of years.
We are being conditioned to accept that the
government will run every aspect of our business to
the point that business owners are employees in their
own business and must give major portions of their
profit to the people who will manufacture bombs to
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drop on countries who have no air force and can’t fight
back, killing defenseless woman and children. This
money is increasingly being used to fund the expansion
of nuclear production so that we may use depleted
uranium to infect our “enemies” with radiation despite
age, gender, or condition of servitude. The masses
attempt to justify this by running from the endless
paper trails and denying their blatant existence,
distracting people with aggressive claims that free
people must be debarred the use of arms against the
wisdom of the U.S. Constitution and the principles of
“liberalism” which are founded on the values of liberty
and equality.
In order to end slavery and uphold freedom for
American citizens and the human species, it was
known that people must have a sustainable monetary
policy. “Liquidity” is a term which represents an
asset’s ability to hold its value over time. Our economy
was originally designed to sustain itself indefinitely!
Precious metals have liquidity because they are
extremely durable. Many are also conductive to
varying degrees, and some are obviously more durable
than others. This is why gold and silver is mandated
by the U.S. Constitution as legal tender, and thus
is illegal to deny or disparage our people of their right
to use them as such. To steal these resources from our
people and give them to international foreign banks as
is outlined in section 2C of EO 6102 was treason! The
coinage act of 1792 outlined that copper would also be
used as “legal tender” for exchanges and to pay any
debts owed. Gold, silver and copper was the
currency of our nation since the time it was founded
in a bloody revolution to secure freedom, peace and
prosperity for future generations until the early 1970s
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when all minting of gold and silver was ended after
John F. Kennedy’s assassination. In 1982, 97.5% of
the copper in pennies was removed and replaced with
zinc which was discovered to turn gray and corrode
when the copper was removed from the penny in 1943.
Without the 2.5% copper coating to protect the zinc
from oxidization, pennies that are minted after 1982 are
almost worthless. The cutting and diluting of the
measurable weight in our nation’s money has been to
compensate for the inflation that’s perpetuated
endlessly by the implementation of communism in
America which began after William McKinley’s
assassination.
William McKinley had signed an act to keep our
nation’s dollar, which was as strong as it had ever been
at the time, fixed to gold just before his assassination in
1901. This led to a historic transfer of power as Vice
President Theodore Roosevelt took office.
Many Republicans who voted for McKinley didn’t
want Theodore to run a second term, but he won the
majority vote regardless and helped paved the way for
the international bankers to take over the nations
money supply. When Woodrow Wilson finally forced
citizens to accept a new type of “dollar” which is fixed
to an interest rate that incrementally indebts our
government and all its citizens by design, a new era of
American history was born. This strategy is outlined as
plank 5 in chapter 2 of the Communist Manifesto,
written by German-born Socialists in 1848. The same
year that this new monetary policy was enacted to
incrementally cripple the nation’s economy and strip
the citizens penniless, a permanent and graduated
income tax was imposed for the first time in
American history and is known as the 16th
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amendment. Three years later, in 1916, an
inheritance tax was imposed, also referred to as a death
tax. These types of taxes are outlined as the 2nd and
3rd plank of the Communist Manifesto in it’s second
chapter. Less than 20 years after the third plank was
fully enforced in 1916, plank 6 was established by the
Communications Act of 1934 which was enforced by
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Utah, Texas, and Arizona have all
implemented the appropriate legislation in order to
confirm their commitment to the Constitutional clause
which mandates that gold and silver be used as legal
tender. These states are among the first to challenge the
legality of the prohibition of this timeless monetary
system in 8 decades since the 1930s, and have all done
so within the last decade! When New Mexico, Idaho,
and Washington State follow the same model, then
there will be a powerful economic highway of liberty
from Mexico to Canada which may serve as a force
field against tyranny and evil in order to protect
western states that want to preserve prosperity and
freedom for the future generations. This will ensure
that the children may decide the fate of their own
evolution!
With the exception of the 9th plank due to the
industrial revolution, planks 2-10 of communism
have been enforced upon the people of America
since the oil cartel that Theodore Roosevelt helped to
nationalize created what was known as the “General
Education Board.” This laid the foundation of our
modern compulsory education system for over half a
century since 1902. This was the year after William
McKinley’s assassination! Within less than 12 years
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from his murder, and just a half-year before the Federal
Reserve was allowed to hijack our nations money
supply in 1913, the Rockefeller foundation was born.
Today, this foundation is in the process of patenting the
worlds food and medicine, and waiting for the
authority to nationalize a soviet health-care
system which will be enforced upon our human race to
euthanize them in the beds that they’re paying tax for.
The Food and Drug Act was passed in 1906 by
Rockefeller’s partner in crime, Theodore Roosevelt,
and was used to establish the “Food and Drug
Administration” to regulate the means of production as
outlined in the 7th plank of the Communist
Manifesto. This is the organization that is set to
approve any patent that their master monopolists
demand belongs to them, even if it should be the
Human genome! This shifted the stock market and was
the primary cause for 3 week protests on wall street
known as the panic of 1907. It was organized by rich
investors and bankers who wanted an easy bail out
when the people began holding their money rather than
giving it to trust companies who depend on giving
loans to profit. This staged protest is used as the
historic justification for the Federal Reserve’s
establishment and everything which has followed.
Franklin Roosevelt who took power less than 20 years
after it’s establishment & used the FDA in 1938 to
force agricultural production under one central
authority after openly nationalizing communication to
regulate the world’s economy as he ordered the
forceful distribution of America’s gold to the
international banks and replaced our monetary system
with a permanent insurance company known as the
FDIC that was to “insure” that the Federal Reserve
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would keep printing more of their “dollars.” A free
market was now only as free as the FDA would allow,
and if you don’t pay them to regulate your distribution
of goods, then they will deprive you of your property,
your liberty, and even your life should an individual
refuse to surrender their yields or right to manage their
own farm - a strategy outlined openly in the 4th and
6th planks of the communist manifesto!
The nationalization of communication was clearly
outlined as the 6th plank of communism in the
communist manifesto from 1848. This is used so that
people won’t publicly question the justification for the
ultimate implementation of the 8th plank which
demands that all people must be equally obliged to
work. This applies when men are taxed at increasing
rates with growing inflation which forces both men and
women to work to pay their endless and increasing debt
for existence by design or they will be deemed a
“parasite” or “menace to society.” The only real
parasites are those who would take a job just to
vampirically leech the lifeblood and profits from a
functioning business and economic structure which
obliges nobody to work except the people who
volunteer to be their workers.
Similarly to William McKinley, John F. Kennedy
had signed an order to keep the nation’s dollar fixed to
silver before he was assassinated. 2 years after his
murder, the Coinage Act of 1965 was passed and
forced western mining states to sell their silver for
$1.25 per troy ounce to eastern bureaucrats and
banksters who now rule the printing of our money.
This act stopped the minting of silver coin after 1970,
and in 1971 the gold was also removed from the dollar
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by Richard Nixon meaning that gold could no longer
be redeemed for Federal Reserve bank notes which are
mistakenly referred to as Federal Reserve “dollars.”
Nixon is responsible for the creation of the ATF
which has been used to wage war against our own
innocent citizens simply for owning weapons for
self-defense, brewing alcohol, or distributing tobacco –
all timeless traditions of free Americans! They use
what’s known as the GCA (Gun Control Act of 1968)
for this purpose. “Waco - A New Revelation” is a
documentary which clearly evaluates the actions of the
ATF which are exercised against it’s own citizens.
Along with ordering that tons of explosives be dropped
on the people of Cambodia to annihilate their country
as the citizens were being massacred by their
psychopathic dictator, Pol Pot, Nixon also established
the paramilitary organization known as the DEA
to wage war in every continent for 55 years now in
order to enforce what we call the CSA (Controlled
Substance Act). This is an extension of the FDA’s
stated purpose and is to further their ultimate function.
Since the “War on Drugs” was officially
declared in the early 1970s, the U.S. prison
population has skyrocketed over 800% of what it
was in the 1960s per 100,000 citizens, and the value of
our dollar has subsequently decreased by over 8 times
since 1960. This is largely in consequence of the
resulting inflation. 1 quarter in 1970 bought more than
$1.60 in 2018. 1 quarter in 1960 bought more than
$2.10 in 2018. The jails are overflowing right and left
from Atlantic to Pacific and taxpayers are being told
that the only thing that we can do is pay more tax to
allow for the expansion and construction of more
prisons and to pay the extra jailers that are will be
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necessary for the job. The elites know that until
Americans wake up to the real nature of their economic
system and graduated tax structure there is nothing that
Americans can do. Until Americans start to peek
behind the curtain of illusion that is constructed around
them, they will believe that freedom is slavery, theft is
sharing, and ultimately, that death is life. In simple
terms, our freedoms have been stolen from us before
our eyes under the guise of “security,” “health” and
“safety;” terms that sound nice, but are nothing more
than soft poetry to ease you into absolute servitude and
total indebtedness.
The 10th plank of communism is outlined as “free
education” which everyone is forced to pay for as their
kids are trained to accept absolute authoritarianism at
the price of losing all their liberty and that which
belongs to their children as outlined in the bill of rights!
The education that we’ve been force-fed by the richest
monopolists on Earth was purposefully used to keep
children from becoming engineers, doctors,
lawyers, or leaders of their own free individual lives. It
was designed for little more than to produce entire
generations of complacent, passive, docile and
obedient people who would never question the orders
that they’re given. John D. Rockefeller, the primary
sponsor of the GEB (General Education Board)
which was founded in 1902, the year after William
McKinley’s assassination, had a son named David
Rockefeller. In his memoirs he made the following
claim: “Some even believe we are part of a secret cabal
working against the best interests of the United States,
characterizing my family and me as
“internationalists” and of conspiring with others around
the world to build a more integrated global political
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and economic structure - One world, if you will. If
that’s the charge, I stand guilty, and I am proud of it.”
In 1913, the same year the Rockefeller Foundation
was officially formed and the 2nd and 5th plank of
communism was enforced upon the American people,
chairman of the GEB, Frederick T. Gates, wrote a
historical text titled “The Country School of
To-Morrow.” In this historical publication written by
the most prominent leader of our compulsory
“education” system during the beginning of the
implementation of the 10th plank of communism in
America, the chairman outlined the purpose for the
“free” education system as follows: “In our dream,
we have limitless resources, and the people yield
themselves with perfect docility to our molding
hand.” It goes on to say “We shall not try to make
these people or any of their children into
philosophers or men of learning or of science. We
are not to raise up from among them authors,
orators, poets, or men of letters. We shall not search
for embryo great artists, painters, musicians. Nor
will we cherish even the humbler ambition to raise
up from among them lawyers, doctors, preachers,
politicians, statesman, of whom we now have ample
supply.”
The USDA and FDA are both responsible for the
excessive food waste in this country. 40% of the food
produced in the U.S. is going to waste and an
extremely large portion of that food is wasted because
of regulations that are imposed on restaurants and
grocery stores in the name of health and safety which
restrict them from conveniently sharing excess food
with the poor or elderly. This synthesizes an artificial
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necessity for a socialist welfare system! There’s
enough food going to waste each day in the U.S. to
feed everybody in the nation. Grocery stores and
restaurants should never have to fear being sued or shut
down by the FDA or USDA for distributing food which
is going to waste. This is a very important issue
because if these types of problems are eliminated then
we wouldn’t have the need for welfare that we do
today, if any. Together, we have every ability to return
our nation to a state of true freedom and prosperity!
The “war on drugs” and the stranglehold on the
people’s food and drug market escalated around 1930
when the FBN (Federal Bureau of Narcotics) was
created as an agency of the U.S. Department of the
Treasury. The film “Reefer Madness” from 1936
perpetuated the demand for government intervention in
“every state in the union” to end trafficking of cannabis,
but by 1942 the movie “Hemp for Victory” was
released by the USDA to encourage mass hemp
production. The goal was 300,000 acres by 1943 to
make cordage for ships, parachutes and other gear for
soldiers in WW2. With drug addiction as high as it ever
was, the “war on drugs” has been an absolute failure if
the objective was anything other than to subject the
entire human race under the boot of authoritarianism at
the cost of millions of lives destroyed. The violence
perpetuated by drug cartels would never exist in our
country if we had a free and open market. This war
on flowers has gone on for almost a century and we
are no closer to eradicating addiction than we ever
were, but we’ve destroyed countless lives in the
endless fight to regulate people’s food and drug
market. With drug abuse as prominent as it ever was,
to keep fighting this endless war after over half a
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century is clinically insane. For voters to continue
allowing a paramilitary force to intervene in our most
basic daily transactions is to follow a path to assured
doom for a free civilization. To strictly regulate
production and manufacturing in itself is an idea that
is against the principles of America.
The 10th amendment of the U.S. Constitution states
clearly that powers not prohibited by the
Constitution are reserved to the states or to the
people. The 5th amendment says that citizens aren’t to
be deprived of their property without due process of
law, and the 9th amendment says that the enumeration
in the Constitution can’t be construed to deny people of
the rights retained by the Constitution. The
10th commandment of the Holy Bible says “thou shall
not covet thy neighbor’s house nor any thing that is thy
neighbor's.” It didn’t say “except in cases of when
searching for precious resins or jewelry to seize!” It’s
no coincidence that the 10th commandment and the
10th amendment both justify an individual to tend
their own garden however they believe is appropriate
and to distribute food and medicine freely. The “war
on drugs” has been used to directly enforce the
4th plank of communism outlined in chapter 2 of the
communist manifesto from 1848. The propagandist
that hosted “Reefer Madness” was a foreign-born
socialist, and the Nazi movement was becoming
popular in the United States at the time of it’s release!
The only purpose for our American government is to
provide for the common defense of liberty, prosperity
and peace. It’s not to destroy American families with
violence as we covet the homes of our neighbors and
community members to monopolize every industry
under state control. Violent intervention is unjustified
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when the targeted “offenders” they target haven’t
committed theft, vandalism or violence of any kind.
The answers to these endlessly complicated
problems are actually extremely simple! I-1588 could
legally prohibit the federal government from exercising
any authority within our state by providing that “the
cultivation, possession, consumption, distribution or
fermentation of any plant, fungi, or cacti in it’s
holistic, processed or fermented form shall be
permitted in all cases without taxation or
mandatory license.” This can be added to
Washington’s legislation, but would easily be
converted into an opposite law if it is not properly
amended into our state’s Constitution. It should be
amended as Section 36 of Article 1 which is known as
our “DECLARATION OF RIGHTS.” It can be titled
“PLANTS, FUNGI, CACTI AND BIPRODUCTS” or,
simply, “FOOD AND DRUG.” This act is 100% legal
according to the 10th amendment of the U.S.
Constitution, also known as Article 1, Section 2 of our
state’s Constitution! Agencies which would attempt to
violate our supreme laws will have no legal jurisdiction
in our courts based on the 10th amendment and can be
punished for violating our state’s right!
The Constitution of the U.S. starts with the words
“We The People” and many states allow their
Constitution to be amended directly by the voters
through the initiative process which is protected by the
1st amendment of the U.S. Constitution, or Article 1,
Section 4 of the Washington State Constitution! The
only other way to amend our Constitution is to obtain
two thirds of both the house and senate of our state to
vote for the amendment, which will then require a
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majority vote from citizens to become law regardless!
The answer is truly that simple! It’s a matter of voting
for representatives who will represent our people for
this pursuit of freedom which could slash our
overcrowded prison population by over 70%! For
this to happen would require public consciousness to
evolve to a state where we can ask ourselves basic
questions like: why should we violate the Holy Bible’s
10th commandment, The U.S. Constitution’s 5th and
10th amendment, and basic logic by waging war on root
bound life forms that can’t speak or move? Why must
we sacrifice these values by enforcing the 4th plank of
communism upon our people under the guise of
“felony disenfranchisement” which we use against
those guilty of countless non-violent “crimes?” Why
must we cause so many to suffer around the world
and in our own land for so long in this insane pursuit
to rid our species of a plague that has always truly
been within ourselves?
The Libertarian movement is organizing to restore
a sustainable monetary policy and to end the war on the
free trade of food and medicine. In Ron Paul’s words it
is to “return the nation to it’s proper republican
origins.” Being a “Democratic Republican” or a
“Liberal Conservative” promotes much needed unity
among a divided class of people and is based on the
ideals of the original revolutionary party which fought
for succession from monarchy before the civil war.
This middle ground is the purpose for the Party. It is an
achievable and foreseeable way to return power to
the common people of our states and overcome the
illusions that divide us and leave us vulnerable to being
conquered by design.
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